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SLC diagnostic pulse
(5 Hz)

z 3X

SR~ kicker SARC

Automated procedure to monitor the beam optics routinely and non-invasively

Kick selected pulses at a fixed time interval – measure the induced betatron oscillations
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Online analysis: Calculate the phase advance and the oscillation amplitude via fast 0-crossing method

betatron oscillations (xl,x,’) and (x,,x,’ ) with different
initial phases. The same R-matrix transports both betatron
oscillations from the initial point “V’ to all downstream
locations “i”:

(X1)X1’)=R(XI]XI’)(,and(X21X2’)‘R(X2)X2’),)
This allows reconstruction of the full R-matrix. Assuming
that the single-particle Twiss functions apply locally, the
R-matrix is then transformed into normalized coordi-
nates. The two main observable, phase advance ~ and
normalized am~litude A, are then obtained as:

v=.ctan[y)andA=m~
The amplitude is corrected for adiabatic energy damping.
Without wakefields, A is equal to one along the whole
length of the linac. BNS damping aims at keeping A close
to one in the presence of wakefields [4]. In addition, the
beam Twiss functions ~ and a can be determined from
the diagnostic pulse data.
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Figure 2 Phase advance difference with respect to the
machine optics along the SLC linac (simulation). The
“gero crossing” results are compared to the result of the
K-matrix algorithm.

The results for the phase advance from the two meth-
ods are compared in Figure 2. As expected, the results
agree very wel~ The average of the two “zero-crossing”
results gives an accurate measure of the beam phase ad-
vance. The total oscillation swing in the R-matrix result
in Figure 2 is a measure of the beta mismatch over all
possible initial phases.

3 STABILITY

The phase advance and the normalized oscillation
amplitude were monitored for the whole 1996 run, from
March to August 1996. A major goal for those measure-
ments was to identify the temperature dependent day-
night stability problems affecting the SLC performance.
As soon as the outside temperature began to rise in May,
large day-night variations were observed indeed. Fig-
ures 3 and 4 show the measured beam phase advance and
normalized oscillation amplitude on May 11* for two
periods called “day” and “night”: Th~ “night” period

contains data from 1:12h to 5:3 lh, while the “day” period
contains data from 12: 14h to 14:38h.
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Figure 3 Measured beam phase advance difference in
the SLC linac with respect to the machine optics during
day and night of May 11“, 1996
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Figure 4 Measured normalized oscillation amplitude
the SLC linac during day and night of May 11“’, 1996.

It is seen that the beam optics changes from day

in

to
night. The total phase advance varies by up to 100°, while
the normalized amplitude changes by almost a factor of 2.
The beam-based emittance optimization for the SLC linac
is heavily affected by those changes.

Once the beam signature of the day-night variation
was measured with the diagnostic pulse it could be traced
to an uncorrected temperature-dependent variation of the
RF phase synchronization system in the linac [5,6]. A
simple model was developed that simultaneously ex-
plained several outstanding stability problems in the SLC
linac. For more details see [5].

Figures 5 and 6 show the variations in phase advance
and normalized amplitude before and after a temperature
correction was applied to the phase distribution system
(on day 191). Day-night variations in the beam optics
were significantly reduced.

4 ABSOLUTE ERRORS

The measured multi-particle beam optics can be com-
pared to the expectations. Detailed simulations were per-
formed with the LIAR computer program [4]. The simu-
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The beam-based emittance optimization for the SLC linac
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to an uncorrected temperature-dependent variation of the
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BEAM-BASED MONITORING OF THE SLC LINAC OPTICS WITH A
DIAGNOSTIC PULSE1
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K.K. Underwood and M. Woodley .
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Abstract

The beam optics in a linear accelerator may be changed
significantly by variations in the energy and energy
spread profile along the linac. In particular, diurnal tem-
perature swings in the SLC klystron gallery perturb the
phase and amplitude of the accelerating RF fields. If such
changes are not correctly characterized, the resulting er-
rors will cause phase advance differences in the beam
optics. In addition RF phase errors also affect the ampli-
tude growth of betatron oscillations. We present an auto-
mated, simple procedure to monitor the beam optics in
the SLC linac routinely and non-invasively. The meas-
ured ‘phase advance and oscillation amplitude is shown as
a function of time and is compared to the nominal optics.

1 INTRODUCTION

The SLC linac is subject to large variations of its op-
tics. Most of those variations occur on a day-night basis
and are strongly correlated with the outside temperature.
A diagnostic pulse was first implemented in 1995 [1] and
then used extensively during the 1996 run in order to
monitor the beh’avior of the SLC optics.

We distinguish between the machine and the beam
oytics. The former is defined by the magnet strengths and
the design beam energy, while the latter describes the
multi-particle behavior of the beam in the presence of
strong wakefields. The diagnostic pulse measures the
beam optics. The variations in beam optics that are shown
in this paper are caused by two different mechanisms.

1. The beam energy along the linac is not constant.
As some of the 230 klystron; swfich on and off, the local
beam energy changes while the final beam energy is kept
constant. The lattice strength in SLC is adjusted in order
to minimize this effect. In addition, the accelerating gra-
dient at a single structure can vary due to undetected er-
rors.

2. The transverse beam dynamics in the SLC linac is
dominated by wakefields. Wakefield effects cause both a
change in phase advance and the amplification of beta-
tron oscillations. The wakefield effects on the optics de-
pend on beam current, RF phases, bunch length and
bunch distribution. Any change in those parameters will
change the beam optics. For a detailed description of the
multi-particle beam dynamics see @]. -

2 IMPLEMENTATION

In standard SLC operation electron bunches are sent
down the linac with a rate of 120 Hz. The sophisticated
timing and triggering system of the SLC allows one to
automatically kick selected pulses with 5 Hz, measure the
induced betatron oscillations and dump them at the end of
the linac. The positrons are not affected. In 1996 the SLC
diagnostic pulse used 10 pulses every 15 minutes. The
loss in integrated luminosity is negligible. The 1996 im-
plementation was restricted to the vertical plane of elec-
trons. It is illustrated in Figure 1.

SLC diagnostic pulse
(5 Hz)

z 3X

SR~ kicker SARC

-

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of the SLC diagnostic
pulse implementation.

The data was processed with two different methods. A
simple online algorithm fitted the locations where the
betatron oscillations crossed the zero axis (zero-crossing
method). The phase advance is determined in 180 degree
intervals and is almost independent of the knowledge of
the optical functions. The method is simple, fast and ro-
bust. The average of two initial phases were saved into
history plots that allowed tracking of the stability of the
phase advance for a number of different regions in the
linac. In this simplified model the amplitude of the oscil-
lations was defined as the maximum BPM amplitude
between zero-crossings.

A more complete analysis was suggested in [3]. This
algorithm was implemented into the online analysis dur-
ing the 1996 run and was used for the offline analysis
presented in this paper. A complete description can be
found in [4]. Here we merely outline the principle. For a
single measurement, the diagnostic pulse acquires two
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Mini ORM Compile a long-term historyCompare to theoretical optics

Ideally: Extract Twiss Parameters via trajectory fit (two kicks with                  needed!)� ⇡ ⇡/2
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betatron oscillations (xl,x,’) and (x,,x,’ ) with different
initial phases. The same R-matrix transports both betatron
oscillations from the initial point “V’ to all downstream
locations “i”:

(X1)X1’)=R(XI]XI’)(,and(X21X2’)‘R(X2)X2’),)
This allows reconstruction of the full R-matrix. Assuming
that the single-particle Twiss functions apply locally, the
R-matrix is then transformed into normalized coordi-
nates. The two main observable, phase advance ~ and
normalized am~litude A, are then obtained as:

v=.ctan[y)andA=m~
The amplitude is corrected for adiabatic energy damping.
Without wakefields, A is equal to one along the whole
length of the linac. BNS damping aims at keeping A close
to one in the presence of wakefields [4]. In addition, the
beam Twiss functions ~ and a can be determined from
the diagnostic pulse data.
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Figure 2 Phase advance difference with respect to the
machine optics along the SLC linac (simulation). The
“gero crossing” results are compared to the result of the
K-matrix algorithm.

The results for the phase advance from the two meth-
ods are compared in Figure 2. As expected, the results
agree very wel~ The average of the two “zero-crossing”
results gives an accurate measure of the beam phase ad-
vance. The total oscillation swing in the R-matrix result
in Figure 2 is a measure of the beta mismatch over all
possible initial phases.

3 STABILITY

The phase advance and the normalized oscillation
amplitude were monitored for the whole 1996 run, from
March to August 1996. A major goal for those measure-
ments was to identify the temperature dependent day-
night stability problems affecting the SLC performance.
As soon as the outside temperature began to rise in May,
large day-night variations were observed indeed. Fig-
ures 3 and 4 show the measured beam phase advance and
normalized oscillation amplitude on May 11* for two
periods called “day” and “night”: Th~ “night” period

contains data from 1:12h to 5:3 lh, while the “day” period
contains data from 12: 14h to 14:38h.
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Figure 3 Measured beam phase advance difference in
the SLC linac with respect to the machine optics during
day and night of May 11“, 1996
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Figure 4 Measured normalized oscillation amplitude
the SLC linac during day and night of May 11“’, 1996.

It is seen that the beam optics changes from day

in

to
night. The total phase advance varies by up to 100°, while
the normalized amplitude changes by almost a factor of 2.
The beam-based emittance optimization for the SLC linac
is heavily affected by those changes.

Once the beam signature of the day-night variation
was measured with the diagnostic pulse it could be traced
to an uncorrected temperature-dependent variation of the
RF phase synchronization system in the linac [5,6]. A
simple model was developed that simultaneously ex-
plained several outstanding stability problems in the SLC
linac. For more details see [5].

Figures 5 and 6 show the variations in phase advance
and normalized amplitude before and after a temperature
correction was applied to the phase distribution system
(on day 191). Day-night variations in the beam optics
were significantly reduced.

4 ABSOLUTE ERRORS

The measured multi-particle beam optics can be com-
pared to the expectations. Detailed simulations were per-
formed with the LIAR computer program [4]. The simu-
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• Fast and non-invasive procedure to monitor beam 

optics stability

• The procedure can be automated and implemented 

as a server

• Additional diagnostic tool to help identify/localize 

beam optics errors
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FLASH Studies Beam Time Summary

Two 4h measurement shifts

Took data using slow steerer magnets

DAQ tool running on the console

Automated measurement

Took a short long-term history

315 m 

5 MeV 150 MeV 1250 MeV 

Bunch Compressors 

450 MeV 

Accelerating Structures RF Stations 

Laser 
RF Gun 

Soft X-ray 
Undulators sFLASH 

FEL Experiments 

Photon 
Diagnostics 

Beam Dump 

THz 

Seeding 

FLASH1 

Figure 1: Schematic overview of FLASH with its two beamlines FLASH1 and FLASH2. The beam direction is from left to
right. The schematic is not to scale.
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Figure 2: Elegant calculation of the phase advance di�erence
with respect to the design optics in vertical direction. Four
di�erent error scenarios (given in terms of �0 · �k · Le�)
are plotted for the power supply of a quadrupole located at
s = 50 m.

FIRST MEASUREMENTS
For the test measurements normal dipole steerer magnets

were used to induce the betatron oscillations. In a future
implementation of the monitoring system fast kickers should
be used in order to measure as minimally invasive as possible.
In a first experiment, two magnet pairs located after the first
bunch compressor with a suitable phase advance have been
used (see table 1). The first measurement was performed

Table 1: Steerer magnet pairs used for the first test measure-
ments.

Steerer 1 Steerer 2 � (deg)
H5DBC2@29.75 m H9DBC2@33.65 m 92.38
V6DBC2@30.74 m V10DBC2@35.73 m 90.08

with a beam energy of 685 MeV and 0.5 nC single bunch
charge during the morning shift of 20th March 2014. The
second was performed with a similar setting in terms of
energy but with 0.25 nC charge during the night shift of 24th
March 2014. The machine was tuned to SASE operation in
both cases. A custom data acquisition and processing tool
was used. Five data sets consisting of two kicks (positive and
negative direction) for each steerer pair were recorded and
compared to a reference orbit, which was taken prior to every
measurement. During the measurement it was possible to

restore SASE radiation after each kick without any problems.
This is important to note as the method is supposed to be
minimally invasive in the future.

Online Tool
The online tool interfaces directly with the control sys-

tem and performs the measurement automatically. The code
structure is modular and can easily be upgraded to a server
that records the optics stability history and makes it avail-
able on the control system. The data is analyzed online.
For the first two measurement sessions 50 data sets were
taken at 10 Hz and averaged. Each full measurement - in-
cluding beam deflection in two directions and going back
to the original machine settings - took approximately 5 min.
Considering the time it takes to adjust the steerer magnets
and the fact that one deflection direction is su�cient, the
measurement time can be reduced to <5 sec. This of course
can be reduced further, or even eliminated completely by
using fast kickers (currently bunch trains are produced with
fbu = 1 MHz).

Results
Figures 3 and 4 show the measured phase advance for five

di�erent kicks during the morning shift of 20th March 2014.
The data are compared to the theoretical phase advance ob-
tained with Elegant based on the actual machine parameters
of the respective measurement shift. It can be seen that the
data are in good agreement with the theory up to s ⇡ 200 m.
This is the beginning of the undulator section. From there on
the data is very noisy. This can be attributed to the fact that
the jitter of the BPM readings in the undulator section was an
order of magnitude higher than the one of the BPM readings
in the linac section. The normalized jitter of the oscillation
zero-crossing positions is shown in figure 5. The vertical
kick data shows another interesting feature. The data from
10:05 and 10:34 di�ers substantially from the theroretical
curve starting from s ⇡ 150 m, which corresponds to the to
the energy collimation section downstream the acceleration
modules (see fig. 1). A similar result was recorded during
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FLASH Studies Beam Time Summary

Zero-crossing results look promising, reveal interesting features

Processed the recorded data using both zero-crossing and trajectory fit method
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Figure 3: Horizontal phase advance vs. longitudinal position
for a positive kick in the x plane using the steerer magnet
H9DBC2. Multiple measurements are shown (note: data
points are hidden behind the last data set (violett)).
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Figure 4: Vertical phase advance vs. longitudinal position
for a negative kick in the y plane using the steerer magnet
V10DBC2. Multiple measurements are shown (note: data
points are hidden behind the last data set (violett)).
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Figure 5: Jitter of the zero-crossing positions for both the
horizontal (a) and vertical (b) betatron oscillation. The
values are normalized to the maximum.

the second measurement shift on 24th March 2014. The
cause of this change in optics is still under investigation.

CONCLUSION
First studies on the feasibility of a diagnostic pulse at

FLASH were performed and evaluated. From the results it
can be seen that the diagnostic pulse can be used to reveal
possible beam optics errors fast and in future implementa-
tions non-invasively. The cause of the observed significant
change of the vertical phase advance still needs investigation.
A long term history of calculated Twiss parameters, betatron
phase advance and Bmag would allow more in-depth studies
on the correlation of beam optics errors with potential er-
ror sources like magnet power supplies or RF components.
A way to obtain these quantities from BPM data was pre-
sented. Apart from that, the tool could also be very helpful
in revealing minor errors like wrongly calibrated BPMs.

APPENDIX
The following physical quantities can be calculated from

the least-squares trajectory fit.

 l = arctan
 

R̃12

R̃11

!
,

Al =
p

det(R) ·
r

E

E0
,

�l =
(cR̃11 + sR̃12)2

det(R)
· �,

↵l =
(cR̃11 + sR̃12) · (cR̃21 + sR̃22)

det(R)
+ �l
�
· ↵,

(4)

where tilde refers to the measured matrix elements trans-
formed to design (semi)–normal form coordinates according
to [7] and l to the measured quantity. Also c = cos( l )
and s = sin( l ). The mismatch parameter Bmag can be
calculated via

Bmag =
1
2
·
26664

�

�l
+
�l
�

+ � �l
 
↵l
�l
� ↵
�

!237775
(5)

and is equal to 1 in the perfectly matched case. Note that R
corresponds to the measured R-matrix.
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points are hidden behind the last data set (violett)).
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the second measurement shift on 24th March 2014. The
cause of this change in optics is still under investigation.

CONCLUSION
First studies on the feasibility of a diagnostic pulse at

FLASH were performed and evaluated. From the results it
can be seen that the diagnostic pulse can be used to reveal
possible beam optics errors fast and in future implementa-
tions non-invasively. The cause of the observed significant
change of the vertical phase advance still needs investigation.
A long term history of calculated Twiss parameters, betatron
phase advance and Bmag would allow more in-depth studies
on the correlation of beam optics errors with potential er-
ror sources like magnet power supplies or RF components.
A way to obtain these quantities from BPM data was pre-
sented. Apart from that, the tool could also be very helpful
in revealing minor errors like wrongly calibrated BPMs.

APPENDIX
The following physical quantities can be calculated from

the least-squares trajectory fit.
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and is equal to 1 in the perfectly matched case. Note that R
corresponds to the measured R-matrix.
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Zero-crossing results look promising, reveal interesting features

Processed the recorded data using both zero-crossing and trajectory fit method
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for a positive kick in the x plane using the steerer magnet
H9DBC2. Multiple measurements are shown (note: data
points are hidden behind the last data set (violett)).
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for a negative kick in the y plane using the steerer magnet
V10DBC2. Multiple measurements are shown (note: data
points are hidden behind the last data set (violett)).
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the second measurement shift on 24th March 2014. The
cause of this change in optics is still under investigation.

CONCLUSION
First studies on the feasibility of a diagnostic pulse at

FLASH were performed and evaluated. From the results it
can be seen that the diagnostic pulse can be used to reveal
possible beam optics errors fast and in future implementa-
tions non-invasively. The cause of the observed significant
change of the vertical phase advance still needs investigation.
A long term history of calculated Twiss parameters, betatron
phase advance and Bmag would allow more in-depth studies
on the correlation of beam optics errors with potential er-
ror sources like magnet power supplies or RF components.
A way to obtain these quantities from BPM data was pre-
sented. Apart from that, the tool could also be very helpful
in revealing minor errors like wrongly calibrated BPMs.

APPENDIX
The following physical quantities can be calculated from

the least-squares trajectory fit.
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and is equal to 1 in the perfectly matched case. Note that R
corresponds to the measured R-matrix.
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V10DBC2. Multiple measurements are shown (note: data
points are hidden behind the last data set (violett)).
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the second measurement shift on 24th March 2014. The
cause of this change in optics is still under investigation.

CONCLUSION
First studies on the feasibility of a diagnostic pulse at

FLASH were performed and evaluated. From the results it
can be seen that the diagnostic pulse can be used to reveal
possible beam optics errors fast and in future implementa-
tions non-invasively. The cause of the observed significant
change of the vertical phase advance still needs investigation.
A long term history of calculated Twiss parameters, betatron
phase advance and Bmag would allow more in-depth studies
on the correlation of beam optics errors with potential er-
ror sources like magnet power supplies or RF components.
A way to obtain these quantities from BPM data was pre-
sented. Apart from that, the tool could also be very helpful
in revealing minor errors like wrongly calibrated BPMs.

APPENDIX
The following physical quantities can be calculated from

the least-squares trajectory fit.
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and is equal to 1 in the perfectly matched case. Note that R
corresponds to the measured R-matrix.
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STUDIES ON A DIAGNOSTIC PULSE FOR FLASH
F. Mayet, R. Assmann, S. Schreiber, M. Vogt, DESY, Hamburg, Germany

Abstract
The long-term stability of the beam optics at FLASH is

crucial for all connected experiments and the operation of
the new second beamline FLASH2. It is therefore desirable
to have a simple procedure to monitor the beam optics rou-
tinely and at the same time minimally invasive. This way
user operation is not disturbed. An automated procedure,
which has been successfully employed at the SLAC linac
is presented in the context of FLASH. The betatron oscilla-
tions of selectively kicked pulses are recorded using BPMs
at a fixed time interval. An online algorithm is then used
to extract the betatron phase advance, as well as potential
growth of the betatron oscillation amplitude and the Twiss
parameters beta and alpha. Using this method, the long-term
beam optics stability can be monitored in order to identify
potential sources of drifts.

INTRODUCTION
The high-gain free-electron laser FLASH at DESY, Ger-

many produces ultra-short X-ray pulses with a duration less
than 30 fs FWHH. These pulses are generated by the SASE
process using a high brightness electron beam, which can
be tuned to energies between 370 MeV and 1.25 GeV. This
corresponds to a photon wavelength range between roughly
45 nm and 4 nm. Electron bunches are created by a laser-
driven photoinjector and then accelerated by seven 1.3 GHz
superconducting accelerator modules (TESLA-type). X-ray
pulses are then generated inside the 27 m long undulator
section. Figure 1 shows a schematic layout of the FLASH
machine. [1–3]

Since FLASH is a user facility, the long-term stability of
the beam optics is crucial for all connected user experiments
and the operation of the new second beamline FLASH2.
In addition to that the seeding experiment sFLASH also
demands for high beam optics stability. In the following a
simple procedure to monitor the beam optics routinely and
at the same time minimally invasive is proposed, with the
goal to provide the operators an additional tool to monitor
the overall machine stability. First test measurements are
presented.

METHOD
The diagnostic pulse method - which has already been

successfully employed at the SLAC linac [4] - is based on
the idea of extracting beam optics stability information by
measuring kicker magnet induced betatron oscillations of
selected pulses periodically. These oscillations are measured
by all available beam position monitors downstream the
location of the kick. An online tool then analyzes the data.
This way a long-term history of beam optics stability can be
compiled.

The aim of the method is to reveal the cause of beam
optics errors, which lead to symptoms like the loss of SASE
signal or a trigger of the machine protection system. Figure
2 shows an Elegant [5] calculation of the betatron phase
advance di�erence between the design optics and a scenario
were one power supply delivers the wrong output current.
Errors like this should easily be detectable by the diagnostic
pulse method.

In order to be able to calculate beam optics related physical
quantities from the BPM data it is necessary to induce the
oscillations at two di�erent positions (1 and 2) along the
linac. The distance in phase advance should be close to ⇡/2.
The transport of the two oscillations is given by

 
x1
x

0
1

!

i

= Ri ·
 
x1
x

0
1

!

0 
x2
x

0
2

!

i

= Ri ·
 
x2
x

0
2

!

0

, (1)

where 0 indicates the initial point and i all of the downstream
locations. From this data it is now possible to calculate the
R-matrix elements by solving the set of equations given by
equation 1. Due to the fact that only the spatial coordinates
are recorded by the BPMs, the angular coordinates (x

0
i ) must

be obtained by a least square trajectory fit. From equation 1
it can be seen that the fit problem can be expressed in matrix
formalism as

X = M̂ · p, (2)

where X is an n-dimensional vector of positional data ob-
tained by n downstream BPMs, M̂ is a an n ⇥ 2 matrix of
fixed model parameters (here: R-matrix elements taken from
optics calculations using Elegant) and p is an 2-dimensional
vector of the free parameters (here: x and x

0). Therefore it
is possible to calculate p by analytically minimizing �2 [6]
and hence

p = (M̂TM̂)�1M̂TX. (3)

Having obtained the measured R-matrix elements it is now
possible to calculate the Twiss parameteres ↵, �, as well
as the betatron phase advance  , oscillation amplitude A

and the mismatch parameter Bmag per plane x and y (see
APPENDIX).

Zero-Crossing Method
Another way to obtain the betatron phase advance is to

fit the positions of the zero-crossings of the betatron oscilla-
tions. This method allows the fast evaluation of the data in
steps of ⇡.

Both the analytical trajectory fit and the zero-crossing
method are implemented in the online tool.

IPAC’14
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FLASH Studies Beam Time Summary

Trajectory fit results: Difficult to interpret, especially the extracted Twiss Parameters

Carefully prepared Elegant calculations using machine read back values (magnets, RF, etc.)
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Figure 3: Horizontal phase advance vs. longitudinal position
for a positive kick in the x plane using the steerer magnet
H9DBC2. Multiple measurements are shown (note: data
points are hidden behind the last data set (violett)).
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Figure 4: Vertical phase advance vs. longitudinal position
for a negative kick in the y plane using the steerer magnet
V10DBC2. Multiple measurements are shown (note: data
points are hidden behind the last data set (violett)).
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Figure 5: Jitter of the zero-crossing positions for both the
horizontal (a) and vertical (b) betatron oscillation. The
values are normalized to the maximum.

the second measurement shift on 24th March 2014. The
cause of this change in optics is still under investigation.

CONCLUSION
First studies on the feasibility of a diagnostic pulse at

FLASH were performed and evaluated. From the results it
can be seen that the diagnostic pulse can be used to reveal
possible beam optics errors fast and in future implementa-
tions non-invasively. The cause of the observed significant
change of the vertical phase advance still needs investigation.
A long term history of calculated Twiss parameters, betatron
phase advance and Bmag would allow more in-depth studies
on the correlation of beam optics errors with potential er-
ror sources like magnet power supplies or RF components.
A way to obtain these quantities from BPM data was pre-
sented. Apart from that, the tool could also be very helpful
in revealing minor errors like wrongly calibrated BPMs.

APPENDIX
The following physical quantities can be calculated from

the least-squares trajectory fit.
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where tilde refers to the measured matrix elements trans-
formed to design (semi)–normal form coordinates according
to [7] and l to the measured quantity. Also c = cos( l )
and s = sin( l ). The mismatch parameter Bmag can be
calculated via
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and is equal to 1 in the perfectly matched case. Note that R
corresponds to the measured R-matrix.
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Figure 3: Horizontal phase advance vs. longitudinal position
for a positive kick in the x plane using the steerer magnet
H9DBC2. Multiple measurements are shown (note: data
points are hidden behind the last data set (violett)).
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Figure 4: Vertical phase advance vs. longitudinal position
for a negative kick in the y plane using the steerer magnet
V10DBC2. Multiple measurements are shown (note: data
points are hidden behind the last data set (violett)).
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the second measurement shift on 24th March 2014. The
cause of this change in optics is still under investigation.

CONCLUSION
First studies on the feasibility of a diagnostic pulse at

FLASH were performed and evaluated. From the results it
can be seen that the diagnostic pulse can be used to reveal
possible beam optics errors fast and in future implementa-
tions non-invasively. The cause of the observed significant
change of the vertical phase advance still needs investigation.
A long term history of calculated Twiss parameters, betatron
phase advance and Bmag would allow more in-depth studies
on the correlation of beam optics errors with potential er-
ror sources like magnet power supplies or RF components.
A way to obtain these quantities from BPM data was pre-
sented. Apart from that, the tool could also be very helpful
in revealing minor errors like wrongly calibrated BPMs.

APPENDIX
The following physical quantities can be calculated from

the least-squares trajectory fit.
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where tilde refers to the measured matrix elements trans-
formed to design (semi)–normal form coordinates according
to [7] and l to the measured quantity. Also c = cos( l )
and s = sin( l ). The mismatch parameter Bmag can be
calculated via
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and is equal to 1 in the perfectly matched case. Note that R
corresponds to the measured R-matrix.
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Figure 3: Horizontal phase advance vs. longitudinal position
for a positive kick in the x plane using the steerer magnet
H9DBC2. Multiple measurements are shown (note: data
points are hidden behind the last data set (violett)).
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Figure 4: Vertical phase advance vs. longitudinal position
for a negative kick in the y plane using the steerer magnet
V10DBC2. Multiple measurements are shown (note: data
points are hidden behind the last data set (violett)).
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Figure 5: Jitter of the zero-crossing positions for both the
horizontal (a) and vertical (b) betatron oscillation. The
values are normalized to the maximum.

the second measurement shift on 24th March 2014. The
cause of this change in optics is still under investigation.

CONCLUSION
First studies on the feasibility of a diagnostic pulse at

FLASH were performed and evaluated. From the results it
can be seen that the diagnostic pulse can be used to reveal
possible beam optics errors fast and in future implementa-
tions non-invasively. The cause of the observed significant
change of the vertical phase advance still needs investigation.
A long term history of calculated Twiss parameters, betatron
phase advance and Bmag would allow more in-depth studies
on the correlation of beam optics errors with potential er-
ror sources like magnet power supplies or RF components.
A way to obtain these quantities from BPM data was pre-
sented. Apart from that, the tool could also be very helpful
in revealing minor errors like wrongly calibrated BPMs.

APPENDIX
The following physical quantities can be calculated from

the least-squares trajectory fit.
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and is equal to 1 in the perfectly matched case. Note that R
corresponds to the measured R-matrix.
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Follow-up on: Studies on a diagnostic pulse for FLASH

FLASH Studies Beam Time Summary

Trajectory fit results: Difficult to interpret, especially the extracted Twiss Parameters

Carefully prepared Elegant calculations using machine read back values (magnets, RF, etc.)

Could not match to the model data using read back values!!

Known problem?? (cf. M.Sc. thesis by Thorsten Hellert)
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Figure 3: Horizontal phase advance vs. longitudinal position
for a positive kick in the x plane using the steerer magnet
H9DBC2. Multiple measurements are shown (note: data
points are hidden behind the last data set (violett)).
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Figure 4: Vertical phase advance vs. longitudinal position
for a negative kick in the y plane using the steerer magnet
V10DBC2. Multiple measurements are shown (note: data
points are hidden behind the last data set (violett)).
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Figure 5: Jitter of the zero-crossing positions for both the
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values are normalized to the maximum.

the second measurement shift on 24th March 2014. The
cause of this change in optics is still under investigation.

CONCLUSION
First studies on the feasibility of a diagnostic pulse at

FLASH were performed and evaluated. From the results it
can be seen that the diagnostic pulse can be used to reveal
possible beam optics errors fast and in future implementa-
tions non-invasively. The cause of the observed significant
change of the vertical phase advance still needs investigation.
A long term history of calculated Twiss parameters, betatron
phase advance and Bmag would allow more in-depth studies
on the correlation of beam optics errors with potential er-
ror sources like magnet power supplies or RF components.
A way to obtain these quantities from BPM data was pre-
sented. Apart from that, the tool could also be very helpful
in revealing minor errors like wrongly calibrated BPMs.

APPENDIX
The following physical quantities can be calculated from

the least-squares trajectory fit.
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where tilde refers to the measured matrix elements trans-
formed to design (semi)–normal form coordinates according
to [7] and l to the measured quantity. Also c = cos( l )
and s = sin( l ). The mismatch parameter Bmag can be
calculated via
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and is equal to 1 in the perfectly matched case. Note that R
corresponds to the measured R-matrix.
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Figure 3: Horizontal phase advance vs. longitudinal position
for a positive kick in the x plane using the steerer magnet
H9DBC2. Multiple measurements are shown (note: data
points are hidden behind the last data set (violett)).
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Figure 4: Vertical phase advance vs. longitudinal position
for a negative kick in the y plane using the steerer magnet
V10DBC2. Multiple measurements are shown (note: data
points are hidden behind the last data set (violett)).
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the second measurement shift on 24th March 2014. The
cause of this change in optics is still under investigation.

CONCLUSION
First studies on the feasibility of a diagnostic pulse at

FLASH were performed and evaluated. From the results it
can be seen that the diagnostic pulse can be used to reveal
possible beam optics errors fast and in future implementa-
tions non-invasively. The cause of the observed significant
change of the vertical phase advance still needs investigation.
A long term history of calculated Twiss parameters, betatron
phase advance and Bmag would allow more in-depth studies
on the correlation of beam optics errors with potential er-
ror sources like magnet power supplies or RF components.
A way to obtain these quantities from BPM data was pre-
sented. Apart from that, the tool could also be very helpful
in revealing minor errors like wrongly calibrated BPMs.

APPENDIX
The following physical quantities can be calculated from

the least-squares trajectory fit.
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and is equal to 1 in the perfectly matched case. Note that R
corresponds to the measured R-matrix.
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Figure 3: Horizontal phase advance vs. longitudinal position
for a positive kick in the x plane using the steerer magnet
H9DBC2. Multiple measurements are shown (note: data
points are hidden behind the last data set (violett)).
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Figure 4: Vertical phase advance vs. longitudinal position
for a negative kick in the y plane using the steerer magnet
V10DBC2. Multiple measurements are shown (note: data
points are hidden behind the last data set (violett)).
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the second measurement shift on 24th March 2014. The
cause of this change in optics is still under investigation.

CONCLUSION
First studies on the feasibility of a diagnostic pulse at

FLASH were performed and evaluated. From the results it
can be seen that the diagnostic pulse can be used to reveal
possible beam optics errors fast and in future implementa-
tions non-invasively. The cause of the observed significant
change of the vertical phase advance still needs investigation.
A long term history of calculated Twiss parameters, betatron
phase advance and Bmag would allow more in-depth studies
on the correlation of beam optics errors with potential er-
ror sources like magnet power supplies or RF components.
A way to obtain these quantities from BPM data was pre-
sented. Apart from that, the tool could also be very helpful
in revealing minor errors like wrongly calibrated BPMs.

APPENDIX
The following physical quantities can be calculated from

the least-squares trajectory fit.
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and is equal to 1 in the perfectly matched case. Note that R
corresponds to the measured R-matrix.
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Follow-up on: Studies on a diagnostic pulse for FLASH

Current Status

Trajectory fit proves to be difficult due to lack of knowledge of the optics 
(read back values cannot be inserted into the model – unphysical results – feasibility?)

Zero-crossing method works as expected

Non-invasive method would require the installation of new fast kickers – space constraints?

FLASH runs several different energy/wavelength settings 
– phase advance between the two kickers changes
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Online implementation could be realized using the DC-Kicker at the start of the machine 
(between steerers V1GUN and H2GUN)

Source: BKR-Wiki



Frank Mayet – FEL Seminar 11.11.2014

Follow-up on: Studies on a diagnostic pulse for FLASH

Current Status

Online implementation could be realized using the DC-Kicker at the start of the machine 
(between steerers V1GUN and H2GUN)

Source: BKR-Wiki

Using this setup only the 0-crossing method and only the y-direction is possible

Do not use the optics model as a reference, but fine-tuned/real-life measured references 
(reset after each wavelength change) – After all a relative optics stability measurement is sufficient

Could be implemented either as a native console tool, or as a DOOCS server
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Follow-up on: Studies on a diagnostic pulse for FLASH

Proposal / Outlook

Theoretical studies using an Elegant-based virtual FLASH machine software.
What can be achieved using a DC-Kicker setup?
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Follow-up on: Studies on a diagnostic pulse for FLASH

FLASHVM.app

• Elegant based (uses the most recent FLASH 1 files by M. Scholz) – ObjC OS X
• Creates Elegant input files, runs the calculation and reads in the results
• Records data assuming the DC-Kicker Case
• Does all relevant Diagnostic Pulse calculations (zero-crossing method)
• Plots the data
• Allows the manipulation of magnet and RF settings on the fly
• Can apply random errors and drifts to specific components
• Records average phase advance difference (compared to a pre-recorded reference) in a 

specified regions/sections of the machine (History)
• Applies Gaussian BPM noise (as recorded during our measurement shifts)
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FLASHVM.app 
How to interpret the history data?

History data allows for quick examination of the 4 (or more) 
pre-defined sections of the machine
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How to interpret the history data?

History data allows for quick examination of the 4 (or more) 
pre-defined sections of the machine

Data is associated with a reference orbit (setting)

Could also think of abstract way of showing the data: 
,Something happend in section x‘ – ,Deviation probably caused by module y‘

Monitor long-term stability – Additional diagnostic if something fails
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Follow-up on: Studies on a diagnostic pulse for FLASH

FLASHVM.app 
How to interpret the history data?

History data allows for quick examination of the 4 (or more) 
pre-defined sections of the machine

Data is associated with a reference orbit (setting)

Could also think of abstract way of showing the data: 
,Something happend in section x‘ – ,Deviation probably caused by module y‘

Monitor long-term stability – Additional diagnostic if something fails

Since the purpose of the tool is to detect severe changes or drifts, 
the resolution is not a big issue!

Low-level feedbacks are already in place and working!
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Follow-up on: Studies on a diagnostic pulse for FLASH
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Proposal / Outlook

FLASH/DIAG/DiagPulse/ReferenceOrbit
FLASH/DIAG/DiagPulse/Energy
FLASH/DIAG/DiagPulse/Orbit
FLASH/DIAG/DiagPulse/PhaseAdvance
FLASH/DIAG/DiagPulse/DeltaPsi_Sec_1
FLASH/DIAG/DiagPulse/DeltaPsi_Sec_2
FLASH/DIAG/DiagPulse/DeltaPsi_Sec_3
FLASH/DIAG/DiagPulse/DeltaPsi_Sec_4

Possible structure of a DOOCS/TINE server
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Implementation Options

Proposal: 1 measurement every hour
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• Only the y-direction
• No trajectory fit possible
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• Use slow steerer magnets
• Measurement would take < 5 sec
• minimal-invasive
• x- and y-direction
• Trajectory fit theoretically possible
• Maybe need to choose different steerers for specific energy settings
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Implementation Options

• Use the DC-Kicker
• Fast and non-invasive
• Users only lose one pulse per hour (ratio depends on mode of operation)
• Only the y-direction
• No trajectory fit possible

Proposal: 1 measurement every hour

• Use slow steerer magnets
• Measurement would take < 5 sec
• minimal-invasive
• x- and y-direction
• Trajectory fit theoretically possible
• Maybe need to choose different steerers for specific energy settings

• Install new fast kickers
• Spatial constraints?
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Thank you!
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Questions?

Comments?

Thank you!


